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Abstract
Microfluidic devices are governed by three-dimensional velocity and temperature fields, and
their boundary conditions are often unknown. Therefore, a measurement technique is often
desired to measure both fields in a volume. With astigmatism particle tracking velocimetry
(APTV) combined with luminescence lifetime imaging, the temperature and all velocity
components in a volume can be measured with one optical access. While the three-dimensional
particle position is determined by evaluating the shape of the corresponding particle image,
the temperature measurement relies on estimating the temperature-dependent luminescence
lifetime derived from particle images on two subsequent image captures shortly after the
photoexcitation. For this, typically a high-energetic pulsed laser is required to ensure a high
signal-to-noise ratio. However, it can also cause additional heating of the fluid. We show that
this problem is solved by replacing the pulsed laser with an LED. To compensate for the
lower power provided by the LED, we adapted the timing schedule and vastly extended the
illumination time and the exposure time for both image captures. In addition, we were able to
replace the typically used high-speed camera with an ordinary double-frame camera. In this way,
very low measurement uncertainties on all measured quantities can be achieved while keeping
the temperature of the fluid unaffected. Random errors dominate within the two focal planes of
APTV, yielding a standard deviation of the temperature of individual particles of about 1 ◦C
only. The measurement error caused by the movement of tracer particles during the much longer
illumination and exposure time were found to be acceptable when the measured velocity is low.
With the circumvention of light-source induced heating and the lower cost of hardware devices,
the adapted approach is a suitable measurement technique for microfluidic related research.
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1. Introduction

Microfluidic devices and techniques are widely used in a vari-
ety of biological or chemical related disciplines, e.g. bio-
mimetics, drug discovery, cell analysis [1], chemical and
enzymatic reactions [2], material synthesis [3], tissue engin-
eering [4], among others. In many application scenarios,
temperature change and fluid flow occur simultaneously in
all three spatial dimensions, and both of them play critical
roles [5]. For instance, the temperature of microfluidic dir-
ect methanol fuel cells has a large effect on the start-up time
[6]. Another example would be the flow which can occur
due to the Marangoni convection in the close vicinity of
microelectrodes [7]. Furthermore, during the handling of liv-
ing cells in microfluidic devices employing surface acous-
tic waves (SAW), the accompanying acoustothermal heating
needs to be either prevented [8] or utilized [9]. Therefore, a
combined three-dimensional temperature and velocity distri-
bution measurement inside a microfluidic device is necessary
for its design and application.

A variety of optical measurement techniques based on the
imaging and tracing of small temperature-sensitive particles
suspended in the fluid have been proposed in the past two
decades [10–12]. By using sequential imaging of the tracer
particles, the velocity was generally measured by estimating
the most probable displacement of several particles (particle
image velocimetry, PIV) or tracking the path lines of indi-
vidual particles (particle tracking velocimetry, PTV). The tem-
perature can be measured by utilizing the principle of lumines-
cence thermometry incorporating luminescent materials to the
tracer particles. Different temperature-sensitive luminescence
features like spectral shift, lifetime, bandwidth, and so on can
be used for the temperature measurement [13].

Among all these measurement methods, astigmatism
particle tracking velocimetry combined with luminescence
lifetime imaging (APTV & LLI) is a strong candidate for
measurements in the microscopic environment [14]. With this
technique, all three velocity components in three dimensions
can be measured using only one camera. The measurement
of the velocity components in the lateral direction perpen-
dicular to the optical axis (hereinafter referred to as x- and
y-directions) was done by following the change in the centroid
location of the particle images. The measurement on the addi-
tional z-direction was enabled by using the astigmatism effect
induced by a cylindrical lens in front of the camera sensor. In
this way, spherical tracer particles produce elliptical images
on the camera sensor, depending on their depth position. Their
z-coordinate can be associated with the width and height of the
elliptical particle image (AX,AY) [15, 16].

The temperature measurement is realized by applying
the rapid lifetime determination approach [17] on the tracer
particles dyed with the luminescent compound europium (III)
thenoyltrifluoroacetonate (EuTTA). With two frames captured
shortly (several µs) after the excitation of photoluminescence,
for every individual particle image, the luminescence lifetime
τ of the dye can be expressed as a function of the ratio between
the intensities on the two frames R := I2/I1. The lifetime τ is
temperature-sensitive. Hence, the relationship between tem-
perature T and intensity ratio R can be determined with a cal-
ibration. Since τ is an inherent property of the dye, it is robust
against lots of extrinsic factors like unevenly distributed illu-
mination and the effect of photobleaching.

Typically, a high-speed camera with a frame rate in the
kHz range is mandatory for the LLI measurement because at
least two frames must be acquired before the photolumines-
cent intensity becomes too weak. Recently, Abram et al [18]
demonstrated that even though the high-speed camera was
replaced by a low frame rate gated interline transfer CCD
camera operating in double-frame mode, the temperature can
still be measured with sub-◦C precision. However, like in
most of the reported luminescence thermometry methods, in
their work, a high-energetic pulsed laser was used to provide
a strong excitation. In the case of small volumes or stag-
nant fluid this may cause unwanted heating of the fluid. Even
though the energy of the light will be transmitted through
the fluid or be transferred to the photoluminescence, a large
portion of the energy can be absorbed by the fluid, leading
to an increase of the temperature and thus changing bound-
ary conditions. In many cases, the volume of the measured
fluid was relatively large or the fluid was flowing. Therefore,
the temperature rise caused by the laser was small and usu-
ally neglected. However, often in microfluidic research, the
temperature measurement is performed in a small volume of
fluid, either in a quiescent state or accompanied by very low
velocities with laminar flow conditions. In this case, the light
source induced heating has to be considered. For instance, sig-
nificant heating was found during the characterization of a
SAW tweezer to be used for the analysis of biological samples
[19, 20]. To avoid the light source induced heating, we replace
the pulsed laser with an LED with much lower power. To
compensate for the low excitation intensity, we vastly exten-
ded the excitation pulse length and the camera’s exposure
time. In addition, the excitation coincides with the exposure
of the first frame. With this different timing strategy, the high-
speed CMOS camera can be replaced by a low-speed double-
frame camera. In addition, the use of a low-power LED and
a low-speed camera lowers the cost of the measurement setup
significantly.
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However, with the new timing strategy, the relationships
between temperature T, luminescence lifetime τ of the phos-
phorescent dye and intensity ratio R are different and will
be analyzed in the following. Besides, measurement biases
caused by photobleaching and degradation of the lumines-
cent dye due to high temperatures are carefully evaluated. It is
shown that these can either be neglected during measurements
or corrected with an appropriate data processing in calibra-
tion measurements. Furthermore, we considered an additional
aspect of the combined measurement technique: the depend-
ency of the temperature measurement and the velocity meas-
urement on each other. After all these measures were taken, we
conducted measurements on some particles in the aforemen-
tioned SAW tweezer setup. The light source induced heating
was avoided. Temperature and locations of these particle were
measured with a low uncertainty, showing the great potential
of this technique in microfluidics related applications.

2. Experimental setup and data processing

2.1. Measurement setup

A schematic of the measurement setup replacing the high-
energetic pulsed laser with an LED and the high-speed cam-
era with a low-speed double-frame camera is given in figure 1.
Depending on the demand, different microfluidic devices can
be fixed on a translation stage and observed by an inverse
microscope (Axio Observer 7, Zeiss GmbH). Luminescent
tracer particles (Surflay Nanotec GmbH) are suspended in
the fluid and dispensed on either a glass slice or a substrate
made of LiNbO3 necessary for SAW generation. They have
a diameter of 10µm, are made of PMMA, and dyed with
EuTTA. Either deionized water or a water-glycerol mixture
is used as a carrying fluid. For illumination, an LED with
a central wavelength of 365 nm (Solis365C, Thorlabs Inc.)
is used. The light beam is reflected into the microscope by
a long-pass dichroic mirror (86-330, Edmund Optics) with
a cut-on wavelength of 409 nm. It is focused by the object-
ive lens (20× magnification, NA= 0.4, Plan-Neofluar, Zeiss
GmbH) to excite the photoluminescence of the EuTTA dye.
The emitted light is detected in backward direction, trans-
mitted through the dichroic mirror and further filtered by
a long-pass filter (FELH0550, Thorlabs Inc.) with a cut-on
wavelength of 550 nm, since the emission peak of the dye is
about 615 nm [21]. A cylindrical lens with a focal length of
250mm is placed approximately 40mm in front of the sensor
of the camera to cause astigmatism and realize the meas-
urement of the depth position. Images are captured by the
sCMOS camera (2160× 2560 pixel, Imager sCMOS, LaVi-
sion GmbH) with double-frame functionality. Sample images
can be found in the supplementary. With this specific setup,
the size of the FOV was approximately 830× 835µm2. An
average scaling factor of 0.384µmpixel−1 in x-direction and
0.326µmpixel−1 in y-direction was determined. It has to be
noted, that the scaling factors differ due to the curvature of the
cylindrical lens in just one direction. A programmable tim-
ing unit (PTU X, LaVision GmbH) and a commercial soft-
ware (DaVis 10, LaVision GmbH) were used to control the

trigger sequence and capture images. For the measurements
with the LiNbO3 substrate an additional polarizer was used to
block the extraordinary image due to the birefringent materi-
als. This polarizer additional lowers the SNR and is not neces-
sary for measurement through the glass.

2.2. Microfluidic devices

As mentioned in the introduction, measurements were con-
ducted on a SAW tweezer setup. In the upper-right corner of
figure 1, one can see that it mainly consists of a microfluidic
chamber bonded on the LiNbO3 substrate. The microfluidic
chamber has a volume of 120 nl (1200× 1200× 88µm3) and
four inlets/outlets at the corners. On the substrate, two pairs of
interdigital transducers were arranged orthogonally, such that
SAW can be generated when a RF-signal with the resonance
frequency is applied on them. For the calibration measure-
ment, a temperature controller (TEC 1092, Meerstetter Engin-
eering GmbH) was used. As can be seen on the schematic
shown in figure 2, it was mounted on a linear translation
stage which can move in z-direction. The temperature of a
Peltier element (24× 24 mm2) was measured by a PT100
sensor (2× 2× 1mm3) and controlled by a PID control loop.
For the measurement investigating the measurement uncer-
tainty caused by the movement of tracer particles, experi-
ments were conducted on a pressure driven Poiseuille flow
in a commercial micro-channel slide (µ-Slide I0.2 Luer, ibidi)
with a long straight micro channel and has a cross-section of
200× 5000µm2.

2.3. Measurement principle

The measurement of 3D location (x,y,z) is done following
the standard approach of APTV measurement. The x- and y-
coordinates on the image plane are determined by the centroid
of the particle images, given by the peak location of the cross-
correlation function between the ideal Gaussian-like image
and the actual particle image. The z-coordinate is associated
with the particle image width and height (AX,AY), which are
derived from the edge of the particle image defined as the loc-
ation where the auto-correlation function decreases to a spe-
cific threshold [16, 22]. A calibration needs to be carried out
to map the image coordinates to physical coordinates. The
particle suspension is first dispensed on a glass slide and fixed
on the translation stage on top of the microscope. After a cer-
tain waiting time, the particles are sedimented on the surface of
the glass slide. Traversing the objective lens, particle images
of different heights can be taken. Their (AX,AY) can be plot-
ted on one diagram, forming a signature ‘C’ shape calibration
curve as depicted in figure 3. In this way, the z-coordinates are
continuously mapped to different locations on the calibration
curve in the AX–AY space. During the measurement, by look-
ing for the unique point on the calibration curve that has the
shortest Euclidean distance to the measured data, the relevant
z-coordinate can be obtained with low uncertainty [23].

As for the measurement of the temperature T, the data pro-
cessing approach also remains unchanged compared to the
standard approach. We also applied the same assumption that
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Figure 1. A schematic of the measurement setup.

Figure 2. A sketch of the calibration stage, the front view on the left and the view from the substrate surface to the top on the right, for
illustration purpose, dimensions not to scale.

the grayscale distribution of the particle image is subject to a
2DGaussian distribution, including an offset term standing for
the background noise. After the fitting, the intensity amplitude
I of the 2D Gaussian is used as an indicator for the intensity
of the particle image.

However, there is a fundamental change in the timing
schedule compared to the conventional one depicted in the
upper part of figure 4. In the adapted configuration shown in
the lower part of this figure, a much longer pulse length for the
photoluminescence excitation was applied. Furthermore, the
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Figure 3. Calibration curve for the APTV measurement in AX–AY
space with the measured z-coordinates represented by the different
colors.

triggering of the exposure of frame 1 was shifted ahead and
fully aligned with the excitation phase. The exposure time for
frame 1 was set to be 800µs in the current setup. The exposure
of frame 2 started after a very short inter-frame gap of∼120 ns
and lasted for 10ms, covering the whole emission phase. With
a much longer integration time, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
image was hugely improved despite the much weaker single
pulse energy of the excitation provided by the LED. With this
adaptation, the relationship between R and τ given in the [14]
with the form of R= e(t1−t2)/τ does not hold any more. A new
expression needs to be derived for the long time photoexcita-
tion. For this, we assumed that light source delivers constantly
a unit amount of the excitation photon fluxΦi in every unit time
step ti, which gives rise to a unit portion of luminescence sig-
nal ϕ0 decaying along time. With these assumptions, another
expression for R(τ) is derived to be:

R(τ) =
1− e−texp/τ

texp/τ − (1− e−texp/τ )
. (1)

Detailed derivation is provided in the supplementary informa-
tion. In this way, with a given excitation and exposure time of
the first frame texp,R can be expressed as a single variable func-
tion of τ , regardless of the intensity-related variables. There-
fore, the estimation of R reserves the beneficial property of the
conventional timing schedule, that it is robust against the spa-
tial unevenly distributed illumination intensity.

However, we found a dependency of R on the cur-
rent applied to the LED, which influences the intensity of
the particle images. In figure 5, at a constant temperature
the ensemble average of R decreases from 0.446 to 0.364
with the applied current increasing from 500mA to 4500mA.
It might be caused by the invalidation of the mono-exponential
law of the photoluminescence decay [24]. Nevertheless, for
a certain applied current, the very low standard deviation of
R implies that such a dependency can be well circumven-
ted when we apply the same current to the LED to ensure
an almost identical global illumination condition during the
measurement and the calibration.

2.4. Temperature calibration

For the calibration for the temperature measurement, the cal-
ibration stage described in section 2.2 was used. The void
formed by the substrate and the O-ring was filled with the
particle suspension. The Peltier element was controlled to
provide a periodically oscillating set temperature Ts. It was
also measured by the PT100 sensor, recorded by the con-
trolling software at a sample rate of 1Hz, and regarded as
the ground truth value. In the meantime, an image sequence
was recorded with a frame rate of 10Hz. For the record-
ing preparation, the camera view was beforehand traversed
in xy-plane to find the location where enough particles could
be found in the FOV. Also, the objective lens was traversed
along z-direction to roughly locate particles around the cen-
ter of the measurement volume. After the recording, the spa-
tial average intensity ratio R was evaluated on every double-
frame image in a certain time step. The set temperature Ts

was matched to the R assuming that they are inversely correl-
ated. The detailed aligning process is explained in the supple-
mentary. After that, R and Ts can be associated by combining
equation (1) and the Arrhenius type of function described in
other literature [25–27]. The calibration function T= T(R) is
used to derive temperature from the intensity ratio during the
measurement.

The calibration approach is also schematically presented
in the following, taking the calibration done with deionized
water and glass slice as an example. In figure 6, well-aligned
Ts(t) and R(t) are shown as blue and black curves, respect-
ively. Intriguingly, the gradual decay of the baseline appears
in the curve of R(t). This effect is caused by photobleaching,
i.e. the gradual decay of the luminescence intensity with mul-
tiple exposures. A correction for such a decay is applied, and a
detailed discussion can be found in the supplementary inform-
ation. The corrected value is plotted as the orange curve in
the same figure. For a certain time t, a certain R(t) and Ts(t)
can be paired. They are plotted as blue circles in figure 7. The
fitted temperature calibration curve is given as the dark blue
curve in this figure. The deviation between the measured tem-
perature to the set temperature is also depicted as the orange
crosses. They are scattering around 0 ◦C, showing that the
measurement is unbiased. The standard deviation of 0.45 ◦C
implies that a very low measurement uncertainty can be
achieved.

Calibration measurements were repeated several times
using different types of fluid, substrate, set temperature, and
recording parameters to investigate relevant factors of the cal-
ibration approach. It was found that the set temperature and
sampling rate have no impact on the calibration curve as
expected, and good reproducibility can be achieved. In com-
parison, the calibration curve is sensitive to the type of fluid
and substrate, as both affect the light transmission. Therefore,
it is essential to keep both the same for the calibration and
actual measurements. For the temperature measurement in the
PDMS chamber of the SAW tweezer, the calibration curve
obtained with a glycerol-water mixture with a weight ratio of
54.5% of glycerol and a LiNbO3 substrate with the thickness
of 0.5mm was used.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the conventional timing schedule with the pulsed laser and the new one with the LED.

3. Reliability of the combined measurement

The combined measurement of the temperature and velocity
brings in a new aspect to be considered: the measurement of
temperature and velocity shall be independent of each other.
However, since both of them are realized by the processing
of the same particle image, there might be some dependency
between them, jeopardizing the reliability of the combined
measurement. In this section, we investigated the reliability of
location measurement under varying temperatures and, con-
versely, the reliability of temperature measurement with the
varying location of the tracer particle.

Furthermore, the much longer exposure time of both the
first and second frames also means that the movement of tracer

particles will cause a more significant measurement error. We
also considered this effect and defined limitations with respect
to particle displacement, within which the measurement error
is acceptable.

3.1. Reliability of location measurement under varying
temperature

The data that was collected during the repeated calibration
measurements mentioned in section 2.4 is suitable for invest-
igating the reliability of the location measurement under vary-
ing temperatures. Assuming that the particles were settled on
the substrate, the temporal fluctuation of the measured posi-
tions (denoted as ϵx, ϵy, ϵz in the following discussion) are good
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Figure 5. Dependency of the ensemble average intensity ratio on
the applied current on the LED at a constant temperature of the
fluid. The markers show the mean and the error bars represent the
standard deviation.

Figure 6. Intensity ratio as a function of time before and after
correction and the varying set temperatures.

indicators for the measurement uncertainties. There is no tem-
poral variation on ϵx and ϵy, even though the set temperat-
ure varies over time. The standard deviation of them is about
0.06µm and 0.2µm in x- and y-directions, respectively, show-
ing good robustness in the measurement of lateral coordinates
against varying temperatures.

However, as can be seen in figure 8, ϵy decreases almost
linearly with increased temperature. The Pearson correla-
tion coefficient ρ(ϵz,T) as high as −0.93 again proved that
they are inversely correlated. The slope was found to be
−0.15µm ◦C−1 by means of linear regression. However, fur-
ther measurement showed that it is just an artifact caused by
the calibration stage. Detailed information is given in the sup-
plementary. We found that at a higher temperature, additional
pressure was exerted on the surface of the glass slice via the
O-ring, causing the bending of the glass and thus the decreased

Figure 7. Experimental data for temperature calibration, the fitted
calibration curve, and the deviation of the measured temperature.

Figure 8. Fluctuation of the measured z-coordinate with
periodically varying temperature during calibration measurement.

height. The force was caused by the thermal expansion of the
Peltier element fixed on top of them. After the correction of
this effect, the standard deviation of ϵy was estimated to be
about 1.05µm over the whole temperature range. It is close
to the value obtained during the APTV calibration, implying
good reliability of the z-coordinate measurement under vary-
ing temperatures. Nevertheless, all possible sources of errors
during the real measurement have to be carefully evaluated.

3.2. Reliability of temperature measurement under varying
location

To investigate the reliability of temperature measurement on
the particle location, we fixed the set temperature at 30 ◦C tra-
versed the microscope platform in x- and y-direction, and the
objective lens in z-direction with steps of 200µm, 200µm,
and 2.5µm, respectively. In each position, one double-frame
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Figure 9. Dependency of the measured temperature and AX, AY on
the z-location. Please note, the standard deviation of the measured
temperature represented by the error bar includes also the
uncertainty in different x- and y-locations.

image was recorded. In this way, we collected enough particle
images with different relative locations to the measurement
volume.

A certain dependency of the measured temperature on the
z-location can be observed in figure 9. In this figure, data col-
lected from all different traversed positions are shown. The
average measured temperature of the particle images recor-
ded at a certain traverse height is plotted as the blue curve
with an error bar indicating the standard deviation. We can see
that in the range of |z|< 17.5µm, the estimation of temper-
ature is relatively robust. However, a gradual underestimation
of the temperature exists beyond this range. The reason for
that could be the increase of the particle image area and the
resultant decreasing of I1. Considering the change of AX and
AY plotted as the dashed curve in this figure, within the range
of −12.5µm< z< 17.5µm, the change on AX and AY along
with the z-coordinate are opposite to each other, resulted in a
relatively stable particle image area.

In figure 10, we considered only the measured temperat-
ures in the reliable measuring range of height and plotted
the measured temperature against the x- and y-coordinates.
The underestimated temperature on the margin of the FOV
leads to an uneven distribution of the measured temperature
on the xy-plane. Regardless of the different traverse positions
of the microscope platform and objective lens, it always has
the shape of an elliptic paraboloid, which excludes the possib-
ility that such a distribution exists physically, e.g. due to the
heat transfer to the ambient. Therefore, it has to be an artifact
caused by the optical system, which is similar to that reported
by Massing et al [28] during the development of a temper-
ature measurement method based on luminescent two-color
tracer particles. The deviation was explained with the imper-
fection of optical lenses and filters, and further corrected by
a second-order polynomial. After applying the same correc-
tion, the standard deviation of the measured temperature for
individual particles within one recorded image was decreased
from 1.3 ◦C to 1.0 ◦C and more importantly, the measured

Figure 10. Dependency of the measure temperature on the
xy-locations.

temperature was distributed evenly on the xy-plane with an
average value of 29.8 ◦C, close to the ground truth value of
30 ◦C. Except for that, in our current research, the sensing
area of the camera sensor is slightly larger than the FOV of
the microscope. It leads to a rapid change in the illumination
intensity on the margin of the image. Therefore, we shrank
down the region of interest to exclude the particle images that
are not adequately illuminated.

3.3. Measurement errors caused by the movement of tracer
particles during the exposure

Not only the location of the tracer particle but also its time
derivative, the particle’s velocity, may influence the location
and temperature measurement. Here we consider only the
velocity components in xy-plane vx and vy. In the particle
image captured in the first frame, the movement causes a drift
of the centroid location and an elongation along the mov-
ing direction. The drift can be regarded as the deviation on
the measurement of (x, y) during the location measurement.
The elongation leads to the deviation on (AX,AY) and, there-
fore, can also cause bias in estimating the z location. Both the
drift and the elongation make the grayscale distribution of the
particle image deviate from the ideal 2D Gaussian distribu-
tion, leading to a measurement bias of T. Considering that in
most cases the drift and the elongation are almost equal to each
other, here we do not distinguish between them. The upper
limit of them is the moving distance of the particle during the
exposure of the first frame δx,y, which can be estimated by the
following equation:

δx =
texp
∆t

∆X=
texp
Mx

vx, δy =
texp
∆t

∆Y=
texp
Mx

vx (2)

where∆X and∆Y are the displacements of the particle image
in x- and y-direction in between subsequent images taken with
a time difference ∆t, and Mx, My are the scaling factors in
x- and y-directions, respectively. It means that δx,y is linearly
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Figure 11. The required lowest conversion factor under different
velocity using δx,y ranging from 0.1 pixel to 1 pixel as criteria, the
step between two neighbouring curves is 0.1 pixel.

related to the corresponding velocity component with the con-
version factor of texp

M . With a given velocity, the lower the
conversion factor, the smaller the moving distance. Similar
to the analysis provided in some literature [29, 30], setting
δx,y ranging from 0.1 pixel to 1 pixel as criteria, the required
lowest conversion factor for different velocity to be meas-
ured is provided in figure 11. For the current setup, the con-
version factor in both directions are also given as the dashed
lines. Using 1 pixel of δx,y as the criterion, the upper limits of
measurable vx and vy are around 480µms−1 and 410µms−1,
respectively.

As for the error on the measurement of the z-coordinate δz
caused by δx,y, it can be expressed as:

δz = |z(AY,AY)− z(AX+ δx,AY+ δy)|. (3)

Therefore, it is closely related to the sensitivity of z to the
change of (AX,AY), which is depended on the setup and can
be found in the APTV calibration curve. For our current setup,
one unit pixel length of the error vector (δx, δy) can only lead
to a δz less than 0.5µm. Detailed calculation approach can be
found in the supplementary information.

The investigation of the error caused by δx,y on themeasure-
ment of T was done by performing experiments on a pressure-
driven channel flow inside the microchannel mentioned in
section 2.2. A glycerol-water mixture was used to match the
density of the particles and fluid. The particle suspension was
driven by a syringe pump. Flow directions were aligned par-
allel either to x- or to y-direction. Pumping was started and
stoppedmanually during the recording of images, such that for
some specific particles, images were captured both when they
were static and moving. With this arrangement, the temperat-
ure of the static particle images can be regarded as the ground
truth, and in different measurement runs this value was stable
and it is around 23.3 ◦C. Different ∆X and ∆Y were obtained
by changing the volume flow rate set on the syringe pump. The
related δx,y were estimatedwith equation (2). Taking the results
obtained in y-direction as an example, the mean value of the

Figure 12. Temperature measured under different δy with the
markers representing the average temperature and δy, and with the
horizontally and vertically aligned error bars showing their standard
deviation.

measured temperature and δy are plotted as circles in figure 12.
The length of the error bar in vertical and horizontal directions
gives the standard deviation of T and δy. From this figure, we
can tell that with the increase of δy, the mean value of the
measured temperature also slightly increased. However, the
measurement of T can still be regarded as very robust against
particle movement. Compared to the temperature measured
with static particles, with the δy up to 7.48 pixels (meaning a
∆Y of 935 pixels), the mean value of the measured temperat-
ure increased to 25.0 ◦C, representing a bias of only 1.7 ◦C.

All the errors mentioned above will become more signific-
ant with further increasing moving velocity or magnification.
In this case the particle streak velocimetry might becomemore
suitable [31].

4. Measurements on the SAW tweezer

The SAW tweezer can be regarded as a suitable showcase for
the combined velocity and temperature measurement. During
its operation, small objects in the microfluidic chamber can
be manipulated spatially by the acoustic fields via either the
acoustic radiation force or the viscous drag force until they
were trapped at some specific locations. In the same time, due
to the power imposed on the system by acoustic actuation, the
temperature of the manipulated objects can increase. Hence,
the temperature of the manipulated objects is crucial if they
are temperature-sensitive biological samples. Therefore, we
intended to measure the spatial movement and temperature of
the particles simultaneously during the initial phase of trap-
ping, to investigate this phenomenon in a more comprehensive
manner.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, applying a con-
ventional APTV & LLI measurement on the SAW tweezer, a
significant heating effect was found due to the usage of the
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Figure 13. Temporal evolution of the temperature measured with
the pulsed laser and with the LED in the PDMS chamber.

laser. In this measurement, tracer particles were suspended in
a glycerol-water mixture and introduced into the chamber of
the SAW tweezer. After several minutes of waiting time, they
were sedimented on the substrate of the acoustic tweezer and
their temperature was in equilibrium with the ambient. During
the entire measurement, the SAW tweezer was not in opera-
tion. As the light source, an Nd:YAG laser with a pulse width
of 5 ns, maximum pulse energy of 53mJ (SpitLight Compact
100 PIV, Innolas GmbH) was operated under a fixed repeti-
tion rate of 25Hz. A high-speed CMOS camera (Imager HS
4M, LaVision GmbH) was used to record image sequences.
The timing for the laser and the camera followed the conven-
tional arrangement depicted in the upper part of figure 4. The
exposure time of both frames was 300µs. About 62% of the
maximum power of the laser (ca. 0.8W) was used to real-
ized the luminescence saturation of the dye, so that the highest
signal-to-noise ratio can be guaranteed. As the result, the time-
resolved spatial averaged temperature of the particles is shown
in figure 13 as the blue circles. It increased by up to 2K in
10 s. Since no acoustic waves were excited and no other source
brought in energy to the SAW tweezer system, it is convincing
that such an increase of temperature was induced by the laser.

Changing the measurement system to the one presen-
ted herein, we repeated the measurement with a compar-
able signal-to-noise ratio defined as the maximum grayscale
divided by the standard deviation of the background noise.
With the new timing schedule, the signal-to-noise ratio was
found close to which obtained with the laser (ca. 43 vs. ca.
48). The LED was operated with the maximum instantaneous
power of 4W. With an illumination time of 800µs and a repe-
tition rate of 10Hz, the time averaged power was 0.032W, sig-
nificantly lower that the power of the laser. As the result, the
spatial averaged temperature was almost constant over time, as
depicted by the yellow circles in figure 13. This clearly proves
that the heating was avoided, using the LED and the new

timing strategy for illumination and exposure of the sCMOS
camera operating in double frame mode. In addition, the smal-
ler fluctuation of the measured temperature shows a lower
measurement uncertainty.

With the circumvention of the light-source induced heating,
we were able to conduct reliable measurements on the three-
dimensional patterning and heating of particles trapped within
the SAW tweezer mentioned above. A video demonstrating
the whole trapping process, including the raw images and the
reconstructed 3D locations and temperature of these particles,
is provided as supplementary information. For further details
about the entire experiments, results and conclusions that can
be drawn for the use of SAW tweezer in biological applica-
tions, we refer to Deng et al [19] and Weser et al [20].

5. Discussion and summary

A crucial development in the conventional image-based sim-
ultaneous velocity and temperature measurement method, the
APTV combined with luminescence lifetime imaging, is elab-
orated in this article. The pulsed laser and the high-speed
CMOS camera are replaced by an LED and a low-speed
double-frame camera, respectively. With a much reduced
power, the heating caused by the laser is avoided. The
lower power provided by the LED is counterbalanced by a
vastly extended illumination time and the exposure time for
both frames. Therefore, a high signal-to-noise ratio of the
images can be obtained. The detailed implementation proced-
ure and the measurement principle of this adapted measure-
ment method are described. In addition, we proposed a novel
calibration approach for the temperature measurement based
on the periodic varying set temperatures and the matching of
the corresponding intensity ratios, assuming an negative cor-
relation between them. A constant delay between the set tem-
perature logging and the image-based measurement is real-
ized with this approach. The calibration is unbiased over the
whole varying range of temperatures, with a low uncertainty
of 0.45 ◦C resulting from random errors during the calibra-
tion measurement. Furthermore, the dependence of temperat-
ure and location measurements on each other was rigorously
examined. With a systematic experimental investigation, we
found that the location measurement is robust against the vary-
ing temperature, and the temperaturemeasurement is very reli-
able in the center of the measurement volume. In addition,
the measurement errors caused by the movement of tracer
particles during the long illumination time are analysed. With
the current measurement system, largest measurement biases
caused by one pixel of particle shifting during the illumination
are less than one pixel on the x- and y-locations, 0.5µm on the
z-location, and negligible on the temperature.

Compared with the conventional measurement configura-
tion using a pulsed-laser as the light source, the new config-
uration has a lower measurement rate (25Hz vs. 10Hz) and
brings in a new issue of particle movement during the long
illumination and exposure time. Therefore, the measurable
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range of the velocity is reduced. However, several advant-
ages are gained, including lower cost on the hardware device,
higher measurement precision, and most importantly, no heat-
ing effect. These new features make the new configuration
especially suitable for measurement tasks in extremely tiny
volumes of stagnant fluid, e.g. in microfluidics. As the costs
for an LED and a low-speed double-frame camera are much
lower than for a double-pulse high-power laser and a high-
speed camera, the approach might be of broader use in differ-
ent labs.
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